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gaming operations gaming win

WHEN THE
“WIN” IS NOT

THE “WIN”
Jim Kilby

Many casino jurisdictions, including Macau, Las Vegas and
Atlantic City, report gross gaming win. Historically, win always
represented the amount the player lost. This reported win is
supposedly an indication of the demand for gaming and the quality
of management.

Gaming win should be the difference between the player’s
winning and the player’s losing bets. If you visit the casino and start
gambling with $100 and leave with $80, you lost $20 and the casino
won $20. Win should represent the difference between what the
player came to the casino with and left the casino with as a direct
result of the gaming. And the total win should be the difference
between all winning players and all losing players. Simple enough
but, unfortunately, this is not the case. Further, Wall Street adds to the
confusion by often focusing on the gaming win and the resulting
win per unit in their valuations and forecasts.

First, let us look at the win model. Win is the result of mathematics,
and anything the casino does to alter the game’s mathematics
should be reflected in the reported win. If we change from offering a
double zero roulette game to a single zero game, the casino
advantage is halved (5.26 percent to 2.7 percent), and this alteration
will affect the win. What if we had a roulette game where the player
winning a straight-up wager is paid even money instead of 35 to 1?
The casino advantage would be huge, and the reported casino win
would be equally huge. However, what if when we paid that 1 to 1
on the straight-up win, we gave the player a “chit” that was
redeemable at the cage for 34 additional chips? The player is still
being paid 35 to 1, and when he leaves the casino, he will have won
or lost the same whether he was paid the traditional 35 to 1 or the
modified 1 to 1, but the “reported” wins would be drastically
different.

Today’s marketing tool of choice in the premium U.S. market is the
“discount on loss.” Virtually all Las Vegas premium players are playing
on programs called “discount on loss.” That is, if the player loses, he is
promised a percentage of his loss returned or discounted. Discounts
on loss alter the game’s mathematics, but we hide the effect of the
discounts on the mathematics of the game by classifying the
discount as an expense. If the discount was awarded at the end of
play, at the table, it is obvious the win is being reduced, but by
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sending the player to the cage, the effect of the discount on the
mathematics is obscured.

Discounts are confusing, and those who negotiate the discount,
casino marketing, probably understand the mechanics the least. A 10
percent discount sure sounds like the casino is returning 10 percent.
That is where the confusion begins. Theoretical win is the average of
all trip possibilities. If a player plays, for example, 1,000 hands, the
player can lose a little or lose a lot, or win a little or win a lot—and
everything in between. The theoretical is the average of all those
possible outcomes. However, when you just reduce the losing trip
possibilities by 10 percent then you have a completely new casino
advantage. If the casino believes that a 10 percent discount only
reduces the theoretical by 10 percent, then why would it not work
on a per-hand basis? When the player wins, he wins $1, but when he
loses, he loses 90 cents. Discounts on loss alter the game’s
mathematics, but the effect is hidden as an expense line item.

Some well-respected casino executives have told me that Wall
Street pays particular attention to win per unit. If casinos do away
with or modify their discount on loss strategy, it affects their win per
unit. Even though a modification could actually improve EDITDA,
casinos are reluctant, even fearful, to change.

Every player who is on a discount on loss program is playing a
game with a reduced casino advantage, and virtually every premium
Las Vegas player plays with a discount. However, this reduction in
casino advantage is not reflected in the reported win. The reported
win should represent the win after the reduction due to discount,
and not buried as an expense line item.

What if we created a marketing program where we returned to
the player $1.10 for every $1 lost? If the $1.10 was returned at the
cage and was treated as an expense, the win would be enormous.
However, it would never be large enough to overcome the cage
expense. One might look at the raw numbers and say the revenue is
impressive, but they really need to get their associated expenses in
line.

Nevada’s reported gaming win is the unadjusted win before the
discount on loss. That is, before a percentage of the player’s loss is
refunded. Once again, this discount decreases the casino’s advantage
and should be treated as a reduction in win. Nevada gaming
regulators should deduct discounts from the top line (win), not allow
it to be buried as an operating expense. When Las Vegas Strip
baccarat win figures are proudly released, exactly what does it
mean? It is not the win.

In Macau, the marketing tool of choice is the “rolling program.”
Whereas the discount on loss is a return of a percentage of the
actual loss, the rolling program is a return of the estimated
theoretical win. The program is quite ingenious and was reportedly
created by Macau casino mogul Stanley Ho. To demonstrate, assume
a $1 chip wagered on the player hand in baccarat where the casino
advantage is 1.24 percent. The player hand loses when the banker
hand wins, and the banker hand has a .4585974 probability of
winning. Therefore, this chip, in the process of being lost will
generate 2.18 wagers (1 ÷ .4585974). In the process of the chip being
lost, it will generate 2.7 cents in theoretical win (2.18 x 1.24 percent).

In practice with the rolling program, the tables will have both
negotiable (cash) and rolling chips in its inventory. The casino tracks
the chips rolled by each player on the program, that is, the chips lost.
Players always wager rolling chips. If the rolling chip is lost, it is
placed in the tray. If it wins, it is paid with negotiable (cash) chips,
and the player keeps the rolling chip. The player bets will always
come from his rolling chip stack. Once the rolling chips are
exhausted, the player purchases more rolling chips. Players like the
rolling program because they can still win and receive their rolling

bonus. At the end of the trip, the total of chips rolled is multiplied by
some agreed-upon percentage. Macau gaming regulators have set a
maximum rolling premium of 1.35 percent of rolling chips lost,
which is about 50 percent of the game’s theoretical.

In Macau, as much as 74 percent1 of total casino win comes from
VIP baccarat play. Macau casinos extensively depend on VIP room
operators for VIP win. A VIP room operator operates like a casino
within a casino. The casino provides the room and the personnel but
the VIP room operator provides the players and, most often, the
associated risk of win or loss. In so doing, the VIP room operator
captures the lion’s share of casino “win.” Between 1986 and 2009, this
is how the revenue was distributed:

Players 1986 2009 Percent Change
Government 26% 40% +54%
Casino 35% 12% -66%
VIP Room Operators 15% 5% -67%
Junket Operators2 24% 43% +79%

For example, the casino negotiates with the VIP operator a
commission of 1.3 percent of all chips rolled. This 1.3 percent equals
about 48 percent of the casino win. The VIP operator then agrees to
give the junket operator 1.16 percent of the chips rolled. The
difference equals about 5 percent of the win the VIP room operator
keeps. What the player eventually receives from the junket operator
is unknown with different players receiving different amounts based
on their level of play.

In reality, it is a casino-within a casino-within-a-casino because the
casino, the VIP operator, and finally the junket operator all share in
the casino win (rather, the player loss). In Macau we can only guess
how much the player loses.Therefore, Macau’s reported casino win is
before a significant percentage is returned to the VIP room operator,
junket operator and player.

If casino win should represent the difference between what the
player entered the casino with and how much he or she leaves with,
the reporting system falls short in both Macau and Nevada. 

Reporting in both jurisdictions should reflect how much the game
earned based on the mathematics of the game. The next time you
see reported win, ask yourself, “Is this really win?”

1 74 percent  in the second quarter of 2011 before sliding to 58 percent in March mostly due to the

government’s anti-corruption crackdown.

2 Junket operators are often referred to as sub-junkets.
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